Introduction
In recent years several structures, notably almost contact structure [2] , [6] , [8] , almost r-contact structure [4] , [15] , almost paracontact structure [9] , almost r-paracontact structure [2] , almost contact hyperbolic structure [14] and almost r-contact hyperbolic structure [5] , have been defined and studied on a differentiable manifold by many geometers. Some generalized structures, including almost (¿1,£2)-contact structure [10] , almost (£1,62) -r-contact structure [11] , [12] and unified structure [1] , [13] , have also been defined.
In this paper we define and study a comprehensive structure having all structures mentioned above as its special cases.
A comprehensive structure
We first define a comprehensive structure E on a differentiable manifold as follows. DEFINITION 1.1. Let M be an M-dimensional differentiable manifold admitting a tensor field F of type (1, 1) , linearly independent vector fields (T x ) and 1-forms (A x ), x = 1,..., r, r < ra, such that where e, c take values ±1 and a 2 is a (complex) constant. We define the structure E = (F,T X ,A X ) to be a comprehensive structure on M and the pair (M, E) or simply M to be a comprehensive structure manifold. AGREEMENT On a comprehensive structure manifold (M, E) let a metric g be introduced such that
) to be a comprehensive metric structure and M equipped with such a metric structure to be a comprehensive metric structure manifold. The above metric g is said to be a metric associated to the comprehensive structure on M.
Setting X = T x , an immediate consequence is that A x is the covariant form of T x , that is
On a comprehensive structure manifold (M,S) there always exists a metric g, given by (1.6).
Proof. Let h' be any Riemannian metric on M and let h be defined by
and it is easy to check that h is a metric. Now let us define g by it can be easily seen that (F,T X ,A ) is also a comprehensive structure on M. Moreover, if g is an associated metric to the structure (F,T X ,A X ) on M, then a metric g on M defined by
provides an associated metric to the structure (F,T X , A°) on M.
We can state this fact as follows. COROLLARY 1.1. A comprehensive metric structure on a differentiable manifold is not unique.
Existence of a comprehensive structure
Let A be an eigenvalue of F corresponding to an eigenvector P. We now consider the following two possible cases. CASE 1. P is linearly independent of (T X ). Then (1.2) implies (A 2 -
and A X (P) = 0. CASE 2. P is a linear combination of (T x ). Then F(P) = 0 that is A = 0. Therefore, there are r eivenvalues 0.
Since M is of dimension TO and rank(F) = m -r, there are, say, r eigenvalues 0, s eigenvalues +Vea 2 In what follows the indices i, j [resp. i', j'} run over  {1,...,s} [resp. {1,..., m -r -a}] . Now we are in a position to prove the main theorem of this section.
THEOREM 2.1. A necessary and sufficient condition for M to admit a comprehensive structure is that there exists complementary projection operators I, k and n which bring together the complementary distributions X, K and N of dimensions r, s and m -r -s, respectively, which together span the manifold.
Proof. The necessary part follows from Lemma 2.1. For sufficient part, let (T x , Ui, U{i) be a set such that (T x ),(Ui) and (Ui<) are the basis vectors in L, K and N, respectively, and let (-eca~2A
x , V, V ) be the inverse set. Therefore, we get
and
Putting (2.6)
we have F{T X ) = 0 and
Thus (F,T X ,A X ) defines a comprehensive structure on M.
Integrability conditions
Let us recall some relations of the previous section as follows:
Ik -kl = In = nl = kn = nk = 0, 
Proof. The Nijenhuis tensor [F, F] of F is defined by (3.16) [F, F](X, Y) = [FA', FY] -F[FX, Y] -F[X, FY] + F 2 [X, Y].
But k + n = e~1F 2 a~2, therefore we get
On putting in (3.17) nX and nY in place of A and Y, respectively, operating the whole equation by k and using (3.1), (3.6), we get (3.13). Similarly we get (3.7)-(3.12), (3.14), (3.15) . Finally, we prove main theorem of this section. Expanding right-hand side and using (3.7), (3.9), (3.21), (3.22), (3.25),  (3.26), (3.29), (3.30), we get (3.18) .
The Nijenhuis tensor [F, F] of F can be written in the form [F, F]( A', Y) = (I+ k + n)[F, F]((l +k + n)X, (l + k + n)Y).

Special cases
The structure of this paper generalizes many known structures which may be obtained by taking particular values of a 2 , e, c, r. We list these particular cases by giving different values to a 2 , e, c, r, writing structural equations corresponding to (1.2), (1.4), (1.6), (1.9) and discussing the details. The existence theorem already has been discussed for cases 1, 2. Now, integrability conditions can be deduced from this paper. which does not coincide with the metric of case 8. However, if we take a particular case of the comprehensive metric structure by setting a 2 = -1, e = -l,c=l,r = l, it would be possible to find an almost contact hyperbolic Riemannian structure [14] .
The unified metric structure [1], [13] only unifies an almost contact Riemannian structure [2] , [6] , [8] and an almost contact hyperbolic Riemannian structure [14] . However, if we take a particular case of comprehensive metric structure by setting e = -1, c = 1 and a 2 replaced by -a 2 , it would be possible to find a metric structure which unifies an almost contact Riemannian structure [2] , [6] , [8] , an almost r-contact Riemannian structure [4] , [7] , [15] , an almost contact hyperbolic Riemannian structure [14] and an almost r-contact hyperbolic Riemannian structure [5] .
